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Leak-free Casting with Vertical Screw-Pin Technology

The vertical screw-clamp technology of the VS20 WAVE PAGE insert facilitates fast, leak-proof 
gel casting.

Assemble each gel cassette 
on a flat level surface, by 
placing the plain glass plate 
down with the spacers 
facing upwards followed by 
the notched glass plate.

Check the bottom of the 
glass plates to ensure that 
they are flush together, 
and place the PAGE insert 
on the casting base; make 
sure that the cams are 
facing downwards.

Vertical screw-pins, colour-
coded to prevent polarity 
reversal, push gel clamps 
out of the resting slots to 
secure glass plates firmly 
within the PAGE insert

Resting slots allow the gel 
clamps to sit conveniently 
out of the way, to aid 
hindrance-free loading of 
the cassettes into the PAGE 
insert

Sliding gel clamps available 
in two thicknesses to 
accommodate single- and 
double-gel cassettes

Ergonomic ‘wave’ design 
of PAGE insert provides 
convenient finger grips for 
easy handling

Flat, level gasket prevents 
current leakage from inner 
buffer chamber

Cam pins lock PAGE insert 
onto the ultra-soft silicone 
mat within the casting base 
to provide leak-free sealInsert cams and turn until 

tightened, drawing the PAGE 
insert onto the casting to 
form a leak-proof seal.

Pour in the gel solution, 
insert the combs and allow 
the wells to polymerise.

Loosen the vertical screw-
pins in the PAGE insert 
to release the locking 
mechanism, allowing the 
gel clamps to sit in the 
resting slots.

Insert a gel cassette into 
each side of the inner buffer 
chamber in the PAGE insert, 
and begin tightening the 
vertical screw-pins.

Transfer the PAGE insert to 
gel the tank. Fill the inner 
and outer buffer chambers 
before loading samples.

Replace the lid, connect to 
the power supply and run.

Continue to tighten the 
screw-pins until the gel 
clamps glide out of the 
resting slots and fix firmly 
against the glass plates 
pushing them upright.
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Specifications

Number of gels 1-4 Total Volume Inner Buffer Chamber 640mL

Handcast gels Using VS20 glass plates and combs
Total buffer Volume for 2 gels 5.3L

Total buffer volume for 4 gels 4.8L  

Plate dimensions (w x h x t) 20x20x0.4cm
Standard run time for SDS-PAGE

Without Cooling
With Cooling

 
4-5 hours
3-4 hours

Standard Spacer Dimensions  
(w x h)

2x20cm Recommended power supplies EV233 for IEF (page 62); CS-500V for PAGE  
(pg 61); CS-3AMP for blotting (pg 61)

IPG Spacer Dimensions (w x h) 0.6x20cm Unit Dimensions (w x d x h) 
Weight

30x18x27cm  
2.5Kg


